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Abstract: Entrepreneur-promoters, or the pioneers of economic improvement, 
provide an essential market function which economics cannot do without. Yet 
Ludwig von Mises maintains that this function lies beyond what can be defined 
with praxeological rigor. This paper attempts to find a praxeological subcategory 
of entrepreneurship that conforms with Mises’s indeterminate references to the 
entrepreneur-promoter in Human Action. Rather than relying on the evenly rotating 
economy, which is commonly used for analyzing entrepreneurship, the imaginary 
construction of a specialization deadlock is employed, adapted from Per Bylund’s 
Problem of Production. This construction allows for the derivation of a praxeological 
subcategory of entrepreneurship, distinct from the general function of uncertainty 
bearing, which suggests a theoretical explanation for what constitutes the driving 
force of the market process.

Austrian economics has found a resurgence through the 
increased attention to entrepreneurship in policy and research 
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(Klein and Bylund 2014). This should not be surprising. Although 
mainstream economic theory has long been uninterested in the 
topic (Baumol 1968; Hébert and Link 1988), entrepreneurship is core 
to the Austrian understanding of the market as a process (Kirzner 
1992, 1997). Indeed, the school’s founder himself discussed entre-
preneurship in his groundbreaking magnum opus (see Menger 
[1871] 2007, 160–61). But it was not until much later that Austrians 
developed a theory of the entrepreneur, with Israel M. Kirzner’s 
theory (1973, 1979, 2009) being the most widely known. Kirzner 
(1973, 84–87) builds explicitly on Ludwig von Mises’s ([1949] 1998, 
254, 255) praxeological definition of the entrepreneurial function 
(contra Menger) as “acting man exclusively seen from the aspect of 
the uncertainty inherent in every action,” that is, “in regard to the 
changes occurring in the data of the market.” Mises also famously 
observed that entrepreneurship, due to its uncertainty-bearing 
and therefore speculative nature, is the “driving force of the whole 
market system” (Mises [1949] 1998, 249). It is Mises’s definition of 
entrepreneurship and its limitations that is of interest to us here.

Mises substantiates the conception of the entrepreneur as bearer 
of uncertainty using the imaginary construction of the evenly 
rotating economy (ERE), a fictional economy “characterized by the 
elimination of change in the data and of the time element” (Mises 
[1949] 1998, 247). The ERE thus encompasses all the elements of the 
real economy, including production, exchange, market prices, and 
so on, but without the uncertainty of change. Consequently, Mises 
([1949] 1998, 247) notes, “The system [ERE] is in perpetual flux, 
but it remains always at the same spot. It revolves evenly round 
a fixed center, it rotates evenly.” In this unchanging world of the 
ERE, therefore, there is no uncertainty and, consequently, “there is 
no room left for entrepreneurial activity” (Mises [1949] 1998, 247). 

What is curious is that Mises at the same time affords the entre-
preneur-promoter,1 a subcategory of entrepreneurship that “cannot 
be defined with praxeological rigor” (Mises [1949] 1998, 256), 
a premier role for understanding the market process. In fact, the 
promoter embodies, as it were, the incessant change in the market: 
“One enters the ranks of the promoters by aggressively pushing 
forward and thus submitting to the trial to which the market subjects 

1  I will henceforth, following Mises, refer to this function simply as “promoter.”
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[everybody]” (Mises [1949] 1998, 309). The market process, in other 
words, progresses primarily through the actions of promoters, who 
push forward and thereby challenge the status quo. For this reason, 
“economics cannot do without the promoter concept” (Mises [1949] 
1998, 256). However, Mises maintains, the promoter nevertheless 
lies beyond what economic theory can explain. 

This article will show, first, that the importance of the promoter is 
that Mises saw in this role the actual driving force of the market: the 
cause of the progression of the market process and the economy’s 
development. Rather than entrepreneurship in general, the uncer-
tainty-bearing aspect of any action, it is the promoter’s speculative 
undertaking of novel production processes and new ways of doing 
business that create the specific future market conditions under 
which all types of entrepreneurs can earn profits (or suffer losses). 

Second, an economic (praxeological) definition of this category 
that largely conforms with Mises’s indeterminate references to 
the promoter in Human Action ([1949] 1998) will be suggested. 
To distinguish promoters from nonpromoters, the imaginary 
construction of the specialization deadlock adapted from Per 
Bylund (2016) will be used. It has previously been used to 
determine the economic function of the firm as a means for imple-
menting novel production structures beyond the extent of the 
market (Bylund 2011, 2015a, 2015b, 2016) but can be applied more 
broadly. The specialization deadlock can be understood generally 
as an adaptation of Mises’s ERE where the assumptions have been 
significantly relaxed. Thereby, and due to the model’s focus on 
the evolution of the market’s production structure, it is a useful 
means for distinguishing between and explaining the driving force 
of production. In other words, the specialization deadlock can be 
applied to distinguish between categories of entrepreneurship, 
i.e., the types of productive progress taking place side by side in 
the market process, and it can identify their respective causes. 
Specifically, it is argued that the role of the promoter as pioneer of 
economic improvement can be defined praxeologically, by way of 
Bylund’s (2016) model, as that entrepreneurial function which breaks 
the specialization deadlock and thus acts in pricelessness.

In what follows, it will first be substantiated that Mises saw in 
the promoter specifically, and not entrepreneurship more broadly, 
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the driving force of the market. The ERE will then be used as a 
contrast to explain the workings of the specialization deadlock and 
how their respective assumptions differ. Thereafter, an economic 
definition of the promoter will be presented and then used to shed 
light on Mises’s varied treatment of the market’s driving force in 
Human Action. Finally, the praxeological definition of the promoter 
will be related to the entrepreneurship theories of Kirzner (1973) 
and Joseph A. Schumpeter ([1911] 1934). 

Throughout this discussion, both Mises’s nontheoretical notion 
and the praxeological category derived here will be referred to 
as “promoter.” All references to apparent actors (entrepreneurs, 
promoters, etc.) are to their economic functions unless stated otherwise.

THE PROMOTER AS DRIVING FORCE

Mises holds that uncertainty “means acting man in regard to the 
changes occurring in the data of the market” (Mises [1949] 1998, 
255). These data do not comprise only consumers’ preferences, 
which do change unpredictably, but their preferences relative to 
the totality of the goods offerings by entrepreneurs (the structure 
of supply). The entrepreneur, therefore, bears uncertainty by spec-
ulating about the unknown future market conditions: the entire 
situation in which the entrepreneur’s good will be offered for sale. 
As the market data for this future situation do not yet exist and 
behaviors of both producers and consumers are unpredictable, 
there is (and can be) no reliable knowledge in the present on which 
to base entrepreneurial decisions. 

Uncertainty is different from imperfect knowledge, which is a 
problem that can be overcome at a cost. For example, a producer’s 
lack of technological know-how can be remedied before or during 
production and is ultimately a calculated tradeoff between the cost 
of acquiring information and that of an estimated risk of problems 
in production. Although economic actors are affected by both 
imperfect knowledge and uncertainty, and it may often be difficult 
to distinguish between them in reality, the concepts are theoretically 
distinct and require separate analyses (Townsend et al. 2018). It is 
specifically due to the function of uncertainty bearing that “the 
entrepreneur earns profit or suffers loss” (Mises [1949] 1998, 255): 
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the specific entrepreneurial profits and losses are not produced by the 
quantity of physical output. They depend on the adjustment of output 
to the most urgent wants of the consumers. What produces them is the 
extent to which the entrepreneur has succeeded or failed in anticipating 
the future—necessarily uncertain—state of the market. (Mises [1949] 
1998, 290)

Entrepreneurs, who as uncertainty bearers are always speculators, 
are responsible for all adjustments of production in the economy. 
But such adjustments can be of different magnitudes, and Mises 
distinguishes between the “great adjustments,” for which mainly 
the promoter is responsible, and the “many small adjustments 
[that] may seem trifling and of little bearing upon [production],” 
for which he is not:

Adjustment of production to the best possible supplying of the 
consumers with the goods they are asking for most urgently does not 
merely consist in determining the general plan for the utilization of 
resources. There is, of course, no doubt that this is the main function of 
the promoter and speculator. But besides the great adjustments, many 
small adjustments are necessary too. Each of them may seem trifling 
and of little bearing upon the total result. But the cumulative effect of 
shortcomings in many of these minor matters can be such as to frustrate 
entirely the success of a correct solution of the great problems. At any 
rate, it is certain that every failure to handle the smaller problems results 
in a squandering of scarce factors of production and consequently in 
impairing the best possible satisfaction of the consumers. (Mises [1949] 
1998, 300)

Having earlier noted that the promoter cannot be defined prax-
eologically, Mises ([1949] 1998, 300–07) focuses on distinguishing 
entrepreneurship, which can be defined, from nonentrepreneurial 
functions that also can. The latter, he argues, do not bear the uncer-
tainty of the undertaking, but act on behalf of the entrepreneur. 
So “[t]he entrepreneur hires the technicians, i.e., people who have 
the ability and the skill to perform definite kinds and quantities 
of work” (Mises [1949] 1998, 300). The entrepreneur also typically 
appoints “[a] manager [who] is a junior partner of the entrepreneur, 
as it were, no matter what the contractual and financial terms of his 
employment are” (Mises [1949] 1998, 301). 

Of interest to us here, however, is the distinction Mises makes 
between “regular” (nonpromoter) entrepreneurs and promoters. 
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Mises is uncharacteristically imprecise, but this should be expected: 
having already asserted that promoters cannot be theoretically 
distinguished from nonpromoters, there is no basis for precision and 
no means to address the boundary conditions of the subcategories. 
We should not expect Mises (or anybody else) to use very precise 
language with respect to an undefined concept, because to do so 
is impossible. Mises is nevertheless clear that the “main function” 
of the promoter, which gets to his specific role, is to bring about 
“[a]djustment of production to the best possible supplying of the 
consumers with the goods they are asking for most urgently” and 
that it “does not merely consist in determining the general plan for 
the utilization of resources” (Mises [1949] 1998, 300; emphasis added). 
Indeed, as Joseph T. Salerno (2008, 195) summarizes, it is the promoter 
entrepreneur’s role to have “the will and ability to assume leadership 
in the social division of labor by pushing or promoting oneself into a 
position of organizing and directing the factors of production.” What 
characterizes the nonpromoter entrepreneurs, then, is that they are 
uncertainty bearers who are not making those great adjustments and 
thus not assuming such leadership—they instead focus on the “many 
small adjustments,” which, at least individually, appear to have little 
effect on the organizing of market production overall. Nonpromoters 
also, although only in aggregate, “[determine] the general plan for 
the utilization of resources” in the economy.

This suggests that the nonpromoter entrepreneur has a primarily 
allocative role with respect to productive factors, the shifting of 
productive efforts from one line of production to another so that 
output better meets consumers wants. The promoter, in contrast, 
adjusts production beyond simply “determining the general plan for 
the utilization of resources” by instead “assum[ing] leadership in the 
social division of labor.” Consequently, the promoter causes change 
to the structure of production. Following this reasoning, then, it can 
be posited that nonpromoters typically bear the uncertainty of the 
common, but not pioneering or disruptive, business enterprise. 
To use a common dichotomy in the entrepreneurship literature, 
nonpromoters would be more akin to imitator entrepreneurs, who 
may start new businesses but ones without structural implications, 
than they would be to disruptive innovators, who revolutionize 
production. Although nonpromoters provide a valuable (if not 
essential) function, their role is predominantly allocative, and they 
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make adjustments within the existing structure of production rather 
than change it. They thus earn the profits of running the business, 
and also suffer the losses, and respond to changes in demand. Their 
actions cause continuous adjustments to the market’s overall allo-
cation of productive resources between lines of production.

Although this is illustrative of the main dividing line, it does 
little to provide a scientific definition of the role of the nonpromoter 
entrepreneur—those entrepreneurs who are not promoters and 
thus do not go beyond the “many small adjustments” and thereby 
do not determine the “general plan” of production. Nonpromoter 
entrepreneurs do, however, determine resource utilization, and 
this suggests that their function is primarily allocative (rather than 
disruptive). Promoters, in contrast, are “especially eager to profit 
from adjusting production to the expected changes in conditions, 
those who have more initiative, more venturesomeness, and a 
quicker eye than the crowd, the pushing and promoting pioneers of 
economic improvement” (Mises [1949] 1998, 255). The promoter is 
different from the nonpromoter in degree but not in kind:

The mentality of the promoters, speculators, and entrepreneurs is not 
different from that of their fellow men. They are merely superior to the 
masses in mental power and energy. They are the leaders on the way 
toward material progress. They are the first to understand that there is a 
discrepancy between what is done and what could be done. They guess 
what the consumers would like to have and are intent upon providing 
them with these things. (Mises [1949] 1998, 333)

As they focus on “guess[ing] what the consumers would like to 
have” (but are not offered) and adjusting production toward that 
end, promoters’ impact on the economy is much greater than nonpro-
moters’. By being responsible for the major shifts in production, as 
opposed to the allocation and utilization of resources, the promoters 
exercise greater influence on the direction in which the market’s 
overall production apparatus progresses (Bylund 2015b, 2016). 
Consequently, promoters, as the “pushing and promoting pioneers” 
and “leaders on the way toward material progress,” epitomize the 
driving force of structural change in the market. Mises agrees:

The driving force of the market, the element tending toward unceasing 
innovation and improvement, is provided by the restlessness of the 
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promoter and his eagerness to make profits as large as possible. (Mises 
[1949] 1998, 256)

And similarly:

The driving force of the market process is provided neither by the 
consumers nor by the owners of the means of production—land, capital 
goods, and labor—but by the promoting and speculating entrepreneurs. 
(Mises [1949] 1998, 325)

The promoter is the real driving force of the economy, the 
disruptor of the status quo who leads the way toward greater 
productivity and value creation by “guess[ing] what the consumers 
would like to have” and “pushing and promoting” the structure of 
production in this direction. 

Considering the importance of this role in the unfolding of the 
market process, it is important to theoretically be able to distinguish 
the promoters from those entrepreneurs who do not constitute this 
“driving force.” Yet as has been seen, Mises finds no basis for a 
theoretically rigorous distinction. The difference between promoters 
and nonpromoters, per Mises, exists only in the relative magnitudes: 
promoters’ attempted and achieved adjustments to production are 
“great” (not “small” or “trifling”) and they are “leaders on the way 
toward material progress” (as opposed to followers or imitators). Based 
on this observation, Mises properly concludes that the distinction lies 
beyond what can be determined with praxeological rigor. 

However, as shall be seen, this is an unwarranted conclusion that 
follows from a misapplication of the imaginary construction used. 
Mises’s conclusion, I argue, is based on specific limitations of the 
ERE, not of praxeology per se. In fact, the ERE’s assumptions are 
appropriate for distinguishing the function of entrepreneurship 
from other functions, but it thereby disallows distinguishing 
different types within this function. 

FROM THE EVENLY ROTATING ECONOMY TO 
THE SPECIALIZATION DEADLOCK

Mises astutely notes that “[t]he use of imaginary constructions 
to which nothing corresponds in reality is an indispensable tool of 
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thinking” (Mises [1949] 1998, 202). These constructions, including 
the ERE, are indispensable because they allow for rational analysis 
of complex processes, delineation of causal relationships, and 
examination of interactions that may not exist independently and 
cannot be observed in complex real-world situations. Their power 
for developing our understanding of and interpreting the economy 
is practically irrefutable.

However, as Mises also notes, “one of the most important 
problems of science is to avoid the fallacies which ill-considered 
employment of such constructions can entail” (Mises [1949] 1998, 
202–03). The misapplication of imaginary constructions can cause 
“serious blunders.” 

Using the ERE to distinguish between types of entrepreneurship 
would be such a serious blunder, because the ERE is formulated to 
eliminate uncertainty, by excluding change, and thereby separate 
uncertainty bearing from other functions in the market. As Mises 
([1949] 1998, 249) summarized it, “In order to grasp the function of 
entrepreneurship and the meaning of profit and loss, we construct a 
system from which they are absent.” The ERE is indeed appropriate 
for this particular end, but this also makes it unsuitable for the 
purpose of distinguishing between types of uncertainty bearing. It 
relies on assumptions that all but exclude those adjustments to the 
production structure that are the main function of the promoter, and 
thus it cannot assist in distinguishing promoters from nonpromoters.2

The Evenly Rotating Economy

The ERE creates a fictional economy in which all causes of change 
in the market data have been theoretically removed. As these data 
are constants rather than variables there is no uncertainty about 
the future (it will be just like the present), which means that there 
are also no opportunities for entrepreneurs: adjustments to the 
production apparatus or resource allocations could not better 
satisfy consumers than the status quo. The economy that emerges 
is thus necessarily entrepreneurless. Mises explains:

2  Mises cannot be blamed for making such an error (because he did not), but he 
appears to have overlooked the possibility of creating and employing other 
imaginary constructions to analyze entrepreneurship subcategories.
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In the frame of this imaginary construction no change occurs; there 
prevails an unvarying course of all affairs. In the evenly rotating 
economy consequently nothing is altered in the allocation of goods for 
the satisfaction of wants in nearer and in remoter periods of the future. 
No one plans any change because—according to our assumptions—the 
prevailing allocation best serves him and because he does not believe 
that any possible rearrangement could improve his condition. No one 
wants to increase his consumption in a nearer period of the future at 
the expense of his consumption in a more distant period or vice versa 
because the existing mode of allocation pleases him better than any 
other thinkable and feasible mode. (Mises [1949] 1998, 482)

Murray N. Rothbard elaborates on the difference between the 
ERE and the real economy and adds specificity to what the ERE 
entails and its rationale:

the real world of action is one of continual change. Individual value 
scales, technological ideas, and the quantities of means available are 
always changing. These changes continually impel the economy in 
various directions. Value scales change, and consumer demand shifts 
from one good to another. Technological ideas change, and factors are 
used in different ways. Both types of change have differing effects on 
prices. Time preferences change, with certain effects on interest and 
capital formation. The crucial point is this: before the effects of any one 
change are completely worked out, other changes intervene. What we 
must consider, however, by the use of reasoning, is what would happen 
if no changes intervened. In other words, what would occur if value 
scales, technological ideas, and the given resources remained constant? 
(Rothbard [1962, 1970] 2004, 321)

The ERE, per Rothbard, holds four types of changes constant: 
consumers’ value scales, technological ideas used in production, 
available supply of resources, and individuals’ time preferences. 
If we were to theoretically fix those four variables in the present 
economy, an evenly rotating economy would emerge after a period 
of transition. During this transition stage, actors (as both producers 
and consumers) find their maximizing behavior through value-
seeking trial and error. As the data of the market do not change, 
the actions that maximize each actor’s satisfaction remain constant 
and are thus attainable. As actors try to find their max, this process 
eventually brings about a state of affairs in which each individual 
will no longer choose to adjust their behavior but will repeat those 
actions that they have learned maximize their satisfaction. This 
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final stage is not without production, consumption, and so on but 
is unaffected by the aforementioned types of changes so there is no 
uncertainty—the economy is “evenly rotating.”

The specific assumptions of this imaginary construction allow 
the theorist to analyze the impact of individual variables, jumbled 
and indistinguishable in the constant flux of the empirical world, 
by introducing specific changes and then reasoning through the 
implications. For example, by theoretically changing the rate of 
time preference in the ERE, the theorist can logically reason through 
how actors’ behaviors change and can therefore analyze the effect 
on the time structure of production of a change in time preference 
alone. Similarly, one can change or relax other ERE assumptions 
and thereby analyze the impact of specific changes in value scales, 
technological ideas, etc. 

The limitation of the ERE’s usefulness is evident from its 
assumptions: the ERE can be used to analyze specific changes and 
responses to them, because all other changes have been theoretically 
eliminated. Although each of the changes assumed constant can be 
relaxed, the ERE can only be used to analyze uncertainty bearing per 
se with respect to those particular variables (value scales, technology, 
etc.). But entrepreneurship cannot be decomposed using the ERE, as 
the former is defined as those speculative undertakings “exclusively 
seen from the aspect of the uncertainty inherent in every action” and 
thus “in regard to the changes occurring in the data of the market” 
(Mises [1949] 1998, 254, 255). Outcome magnitudes, such as Mises’s 
distinction between great and small adjustments, or types of actions, 
such as the distinction between directing production and allocating 
resources, remain out of reach when using the ERE. But this does 
not mean that all imaginary constructions must fail at this task. This 
article argues that the specialization deadlock is suitable for deter-
mining the function of the promoter.

The Specialization Deadlock

Bylund (2016) formulates a praxeological explanation for the 
economic function of the business firm. In order to do so, he adopts 
Mises’s ([1949] 1998, 238–39) imaginary construction of the pure 
market economy, unhampered by political restrictions but without 
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any form of organizations or coordinated production structures 
that can be interpreted as firms. The assumption underlying this 
model is that coordination can only take place through the price 
mechanism, which is commonly recognized as the alternative 
to intrafirm organization (cf. Coase 1937). Then, applying the 
Misesian fact that “[s]ociety is concerted action, cooperation” that 
arises due to the fact “that work performed under the division of 
labor is more productive than isolated work and that man’s reason 
is capable of recognizing this truth” (Mises [1949] 1998, 143, 144), 
Bylund analyzes the dynamics of productive adjustments (in other 
words, entrepreneurship) in the price-coordinated market. The aim 
is to analytically uncover the processes by which an unhampered 
economy adopts, improves, and implements more intensive 
specialization under the division of labor. In other words, to answer 
the question of economic development: how a market progresses 
through ever more intensive specializing to achieve greater produc-
tivity and thereby attains higher standards of living.

Bylund (2016) finds that this decentralized, price-coordinated 
market hits a development ceiling3 beyond which autonomous 
actors are unable to adopt more intensive specialization. To progress 
beyond this limitation, and thus achieve greater specialization 
intensity, requires advanced splitting of production tasks—typically 
the introduction of new production processes to replace existing 
tasks—and thus coordination beyond what the price mechanism 
can provide (Bylund 2011, 2015a). Any such action would take place 
in pricelessness, beyond the realm of economic calculation through 
market prices, because there is no existing market for novelty. This 
type of entrepreneurial undertaking goes well beyond the simple 
arbitrage of, e.g., Kirzner’s (1973) entrepreneur, which requires no 
additional coordination, and it is also beyond the firm as theorized 
by, e.g., Ronald H. Coase (1937), which is practically a mirror image 
of market production (Bylund 2015c, forthcoming). To establish 
a new production process requires imagination, financing, and 
coordination as well as leadership (Witt 1998), and it can often also 
include experimentation and development of new capital. 

3  This ceiling is contingent on population density, as discussed by Durkheim ([1892] 
1933), and is thus a moving target. Yet it constitutes an effective conclusion, or at 
any rate a dramatic slowdown, of the market’s progression.
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Compared to the ERE, Bylund’s imaginary construction, called 
the specialization deadlock4 (referring to the ceiling), allows 
change in all four types of market data that the ERE holds constant. 
Uncertainty is therefore present in the specialization deadlock 
construction, and consequently it includes entrepreneurship. 
However, the focus on specialization introduces a new distinction 
that decomposes technological ideas (which guide and limit the 
scope of production undertakings) into those that (1) can be imple-
mented through decentralized means (through price mechanism 
coordination) and those that (2) require centralized (nonprice) 
coordination of the implementation process in order to bring about 
the imagined production structure. 

The former type includes specialization by the individual actor or 
that can be attained through coordination with others using simple 
exchange or market contracts. These are the types of divisions of 
labor that Adam Smith famously discusses in The Wealth of Nations. 
To Smith, “the division of labour is limited by the extent of the 
market” (Smith [1776] 1976, bk. 1, chap. 3). This “extent” can be 
understood as the degree to which “individuals [are] sufficiently 
in contact to be able to act and react upon one another…and the 
active commerce resulting from it” (Durkheim [1892] 1933, 257; cf. 
Land 1970). This limitation allows for a sphere of dynamic actions, 
including uncertainty-bearing entrepreneurship in response to 
changing market data, within the limitation of the specialization 
deadlock. These specializations that do not require centralized 
coordination can also build on previous specialization efforts incre-
mentally, thereby pushing the extent of the market outwards. 

Importantly, however, this incremental progression would not 
generate the pin factory that Smith uses to exemplify the productive 
powers of specialization under the division of labor. The incremental 
progression of the division of labor would not facilitate specializations 
far beyond what has already been implemented in the market, 
since this would require the form of coordination excluded from 
the specialization deadlock. In other words, while the incremental 
intensification of specialization could eventually generate a highly 
specialized process, similar to the one taking place within Smith’s pin 
factory, it would do so without need for the centralized organizing 

4  For details, see Bylund (2016, 60–65)
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of the factory and also without being substantially different from 
specializations already supported in the market.

This incremental progression within the specialization deadlock 
can, however, be upset by the implementation of novel technological 
ideas (including new types of organization) that require centralized 
coordination to be feasible. In other words, to establish for the first time 
a highly specialized production process, akin to what Smith observes in 
the pin factory, is to go beyond and thus break out of the specialization 
deadlock. This would require centralized coordination and up-front 
financing: the creation of a factory. From the point of view of the market’s 
existing production structure, then, there is a categorical difference 
between changes in the form of adjustments that are compatible with 
the existing division of labor and therefore take place within the extent 
of the market, coordinated through the price mechanism and simple 
contracting, and those attempted changes that fall outside the market’s 
extent, challenge the status quo, and will, if successful, bring about 
disruptions to it. Rothbard helps illustrate this difference:

While a continuing and advancing division of labor is needed for a 
developed economy and society, the extent of such development at any 
given time limits the degree of specialization that any given economy 
can have….Economic and social development is therefore a mutually 
reinforcing process: the development of the market permits a wider 
division of labor, which in turn enables a further extension of the 
market. (Rothbard 1991, 26)

Per the assumptions of Bylund’s imaginary construction, this 
“mutually reinforcing process” is limited to such division of labor 
as does not require coordination of factors beyond what can be 
achieved through the price mechanism and simple contracting. 
In other words, the opportunities for adopting more intensively 
specialized production in the decentralized market process are 
subject to (and thus limited by) the specialization deadlock—the 
specialization intensity beyond which decentralized economic 
actors cannot go without effecting incompatibility with the existing 
production structure. This provides insight into what types of 
entrepreneurial undertakings are excluded from the specialization 
deadlock model: those implementations that cannot be coordinated 
through market prices. They would, assuming that they take place, 
be located beyond the deadlock and therefore break it. 
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We can conceive of two types of distinct changes that entre-
preneurs can effect in the structure of production that go beyond and 
so break the specialization deadlock and thus require coordinated 
action. First, the production of a new type of consumers’ good 
that cannot be assembled through simple means from standard 
components already available in the market. The production 
process would introduce novelty in both the consumer’s good, 
which has not previously been offered for sale and for which 
demand is therefore unknown (no value has been realized), and in 
its production. Second is the introduction of an innovation in the 
form of novel organizing of existing production stages through the 
splitting of tasks (Bylund 2011, 2015a), new combinations of factors 
(Schumpeter [1911] 1934), or creation of new and adapted capital 
structures (Lachmann [1956] 1978). Both types of changes depend 
on the utilization of novel technology, broadly conceived, whose 
implementation institutes a change in the production apparatus 
in some significant way. In other words, these types of changes 
constitute “great adjustments” of production by the entrepreneur 
who, in undertaking their implementation, “assume[s] leadership 
in the social division of labor by pushing or promoting oneself into 
a position of organizing and directing the factors of production” 
(Salerno 2008, 195).

The latter case will be elaborated here to illustrate the specialization 
deadlock, which is also the focus of Bylund’s (2016) discussion. 
Assuming an existing roundabout production process in which a 
good is produced through several conceptually separate stages, each 
with their own specializations, novelty would be introduced in new 
ways of organizing and therefore replacing (at least) one stage. In 
other words, an entrepreneur conceives of a new and potentially 
more productive way of producing such that an existing stage 
is replaced by several more intensively specialized tasks (a new 
subprocess). So the new way of producing must be compatible with 
the remainder of the production process—unless this new process is 
in the highest- or lowest-order stages, the new process must procure 
inputs in the open market from producers at prior stages and also 
sell the produced outputs to producers in subsequent stages. In other 
words, for an innovation to be successfully implemented, it must 
achieve three things. First, it must be adapted or positioned to use 
inputs that are already available for purchase in the market. Second, 
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it must similarly produce outputs that the subsequent production 
stage is equipped to use in its production. These are both required in 
order for the innovative production process to be compatible with the 
existing production structure. Third and final, the novel production 
process must be organized and coordinated such that it constitutes a 
complete chain of productive tasks that produce compatible outputs 
from existing inputs. Also, for this undertaking to be successful, 
the new process must be more valuable overall than the mode of 
production already existing in the market that it (competes with and) 
attempts to replace.

Bylund (2015a) illustrates this with a theoretical existing 
production process that consists of only three stages (tasks) from 
start (only original factors) to finish (consumer’s good), t1–t2–t3. The 
entrepreneur envisions a means to improve production by changing 
the process. Specifically, the entrepreneur’s imagined solution 
consists of replacing the existing stage t2 with three separate and 
much more highly specialized (and therefore expected to be more 
productive) tasks in a subprocess: t21–t22–t23. Thus:

The [envisioned] efficient process comprises t1–[t21–t22–t23]–t3 where the 
intermediate tasks t21–t22–t23 are more highly specialized (sj>>Sm) and 
therefore jointly more productive than the market-traded task t2. The 
input for [t21–t22–t23] remains the output of t1, and the process’s output is 
the input of t3—both are traded (or tradable) in the market, and so the 
new and more specialized process is compatible with the market and 
complete in replacing task t2. In fact, in order to successfully compete 
with and supplant t2 by exploiting the productive capability of [t21–t22–t23], 
the mutually specialized subprocess must be compatible with the existing 
productive structure (i.e., t1 and t3) or, alternatively, rely on substitute 
inputs that do not require new production structures (they should already 
be available in the market). Incompatibility with either t1 or t3 suggests 
failure by disconnecting the encapsulated subprocess from the market. 
(brackets in original)

This thought experiment provides several important insights, 
but it is sufficient for our purposes to note that this type of novel 
production process requires more than the coordination offered by 
the price mechanism (Bylund 2016, 67–85). Indeed, as the new tasks 
and structure [t21–t22–t23] are new, there can be no existing market 
prices for their contributions. These tasks are also not marketable, 
since they have not previously been observed. This suggests not 
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only that the entrepreneur will need to provide coordination to 
accomplish the envisioned structure but also that up-front financing 
will be needed in order to attract factors from their current market 
positions. Factors will command prices higher than the prevailing 
market wage to become part of the new and untried (and thus more 
vulnerable) position (Bylund 2016, 107–20; cf. Bylund and Bylund, 
forthcoming). This undertaking is speculative, uncertainty-bearing 
entrepreneurship, but it is significantly different from the types of 
uncertainty bearing through arbitrage and production that can take 
place within the extent of the market. It is of a specific kind because 
it (per our assumption) utilizes specialization beyond the intensity 
that the economy is currently able to support—beyond what can 
be coordinated through existing market prices. In other words, this 
entrepreneurship must have an internal coordinative component in 
addition to the coordinative implications of resource allocation for 
the market. It is also blind to the relative economic efficiency of the 
parts of the (sub)process that it implements because there are (and 
can be) no market prices. In other words, when this new structure 
is implemented, it becomes an “island of specialization,” or what 
Bylund (2016) argues is properly (and praxeologically) a firm. We 
do not need to take that full step to the firm here, however, but need 
only recognize the specialization deadlock and that although it is 
an obstacle, it is not insurmountable. Indeed, as has been shown, 
markets can and do overcome the deadlock, specifically through 
innovative coordinated entrepreneurial undertakings that establish 
new and more intensive divisions of labor.

DETERMINING THE ROLE OF THE PROMOTER 

The discussion in the previous section suggests a framework for 
analyzing the economic nature of what Mises ([1949] 1998, 300) 
refers to as “great adjustments” of production as compared to “small 
adjustments.” It is also clearly relevant to Salerno’s (2008, 195) view 
of the promoter as having “the will and ability to assume leadership 
in the social division of labor by pushing or promoting oneself into 
a position of organizing and directing the factors of production.” 
Seen through the lens of the specialization deadlock, rather than the 
ERE, we can distinguish between entrepreneurship as uncertainty 
bearing within the limits of the market’s existing specialization intensity 
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(that is, within the present extent of the market and without 
challenge to the specialization deadlock) and uncertainty bearing 
(through coordinated production undertakings) beyond the market’s 
existing specialization intensity (that is, outside the extent of the 
existing market and thus taking place despite and in direct conflict 
with the specialization deadlock).

These are not arbitrary classifications but are distinct by being 
either compliant with or directly challenging the specialization 
deadlock, which is an implication of the interdependence of factors 
that arises under the division of labor. Importantly, they are also 
not adjacent from a specialization point of view. There are two 
reasons for this. First, as Bylund (2011, 2015a, 2016) emphasizes, the 
“splitting” of a task into many, thereby replacing a standard task 
with a process, is not an incremental but a discrete change—there are 
no feasible solutions in between. Also, even if in-between solutions 
were possible, new production that utilizes specialization intensity 
just beyond what is compatible with the existing production 
structure would be unlikely to provide sufficient efficiency gains to 
cover the costs of implementing and bearing the uncertainty of such 
production. Thus, these are discrete types of entrepreneurial under-
takings, because between the innovative, deadlock-defying “great 
adjustments” and the market-compatible “small adjustments” 
exists an “infeasibility zone” where no production undertakings 
will or can take place:

This ‘zone’ arises due to the fact that all productive innovations that are 
impossible to realise through market means suffer from unknowability 
and that their internal strict interdependence suggests incompleteness 
even from failure in one of their parts. (Bylund 2016, 100)

In other words, the costs of implementing novel production 
beyond the specialization deadlock are significantly higher than 
production within the extent of the market. For such an under-
taking to make economic sense, the entrepreneur must rely on 
significant gains from specialization to cover those costs. Unless 
the new division of labor takes a significant leap forward as 
compared to the within-market intensity of specialization, the 
costs exceed the gains and the undertaking would thus generate a 
loss to the entrepreneur.
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In sum, there are two distinct categories of entrepreneurial 
action. Entrepreneurial action in the first category consists of imple-
menting innovative production structures through advanced task 
splitting (division of labor) and specializing beyond the special-
ization deadlock by some magnitude. The other category consists 
of the efficiency-improving adjustments that take place within the 
specialization deadlock. 

Nonpromoter Entrepreneurs

The entrepreneurial actions taking place within the special-
ization deadlock, and thus within the existing extent of the 
market, are, relatively speaking, small and, in Mises’s words, 
“may seem trifling and of little bearing upon the total result.” 
They include the allocations of resources between production 
processes for arbitrage gain as well as so-called imitative entre-
preneurship, including where the entrepreneur introduces to an 
industry ideas and technologies already implemented elsewhere. 
But these actions, which individually are of little magnitude from 
the perspective of the economic system, are still highly important 
for the market process as “the cumulative effect of shortcomings 
in many of these minor matters can be such as to frustrate entirely 
the success of a correct solution of the great problems” (Mises 
[1949] 1998, 300). Although the individual nonpromoter entre-
preneur does not exercise much influence, the aggregate effect 
of such actions, including the weeding out of less productive 
entrepreneurs, is essential. 

Entrepreneurs of this type respond to and attempt to second-guess 
changes in market conditions so as to position their ventures in 
the best possible way. They allocate factors between and organize 
production within the structure of production. They also compet-
itively bid for resources in the open market, which effectuate 
changes to market prices that facilitate improved economic 
calculation. As a result, their efforts bring about continuous minor 
changes to the production structure through shifting allocations 
of resources in response to expected or foreseeable changes in the 
market data and through incrementally adopting more intensive 
specializations. But these adjustments are limited in economic 
scope, as they do not attempt to innovatively disrupt the existing 
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structure of production—these adjustments happen within the 
extent of the market and are compatible with production in the 
status quo. Nevertheless, they serve a very important function 
in the market economy though their constant adjustments and 
attempted responses to changes (Hayek 1945). 

This entrepreneur, acting within the confines of the special-
ization deadlock, is primarily a responsive agent who is alert 
to and thus discovers opportunities revealed within the present 
extent of the market (cf., Kirzner 1973). Whether these opportu-
nities are due to changes in the market data, such as changing 
consumer preferences or shocks to production, nonpromoter 
entrepreneurs profit from swiftly adjusting their efforts to the 
change or exploiting a previously undiscovered misallocation of 
resources. It is thus, from the point of view of the new market 
data and whether the data are themselves new or simply new to 
the actor (or perhaps all actors), accurate to refer to such actions 
as corrections of errors made by previous entrepreneurs (Kirzner 
1978). They could also be characterized as discoveries, since they 
are in fact already existing, as it were, within the fabric of the 
market but have, for whatever reason, remained unnoticed and 
unexploited (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000; Shane, 2003). These 
adjustments would consequently always, when successful, be 
equilibrating, since the discovery and correction of an error (or 
inefficiency) cannot be anything else (Kirzner 1973, 1978).

Yet given the discussion above, the limited impact of this 
type of entrepreneur on the market process and the structure 
of production is obvious. Corrections of errors, continuous 
adjustments of existing production processes, and the (re)allo-
cation toward more valuable production in response to new (or 
expected new) data are just that: responsive. This is not to say the 
nonpromoter entrepreneur is passive, only that the opportunity 
for profit, existing in the form of a discovered disequilibrium (an 
“error”), emerges before the action to exploit it. The impact of 
the alertness on which this type of entrepreneur acts is limited 
by what opportunities he discovers, but the opportunities them-
selves are not actively created (cf. Alvarez and Barney 2007). From 
the perspective of this entrepreneur, disruptions are of exogenous 
origin (Shane 2003); nonpromoter entrepreneurs only respond to 
them as they discover them.
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Promoters

The promoter’s role as producer of “great adjustments” to the 
market’s production, as a leader in the social division of labor, is 
distinct from that of the nonpromoter—and significant. Promoters 
are the entrepreneurs who, through attempting to coordinate and 
organize disruptive production processes, establish production 
significantly beyond the limit of the market’s existing special-
ization intensity and thus are positioned (and intended) to break 
free from the specialization deadlock. Rather than responding to 
the discovered opportunities within the market’s extent, already 
existing in its fabric, they imagine new ways of structuring and 
organizing production. This may take the form of a new type of 
consumer’s good or a new type of production, as noted above, 
but common to their efforts is an active pursuit of what does not 
yet exist. Their imagined production also cannot be obvious or 
limitedly innovative, since such novelty would either be reachable 
through within-system specializing, and therefore would be in 
the realm of the nonpromoter, or would fall within the unfeasi-
bility zone and so would be economically unfeasible. Typically, 
producing a new good or replacing an existing production stage 
with a new, more roundabout process would entail task splitting 
and, consequently, would not be an incremental change. As a 
result, entrepreneurs attempting this must break new ground and, 
where successful, bring about changes in the data on which other 
entrepreneurs (primarily nonpromoters) base their decisions. Their 
actions, and the economic impact thereof, thus go well beyond 
what nonpromoter entrepreneurs undertake. The promoter’s 
entrepreneurial undertaking is different and constitutes much more 
than being “more adept than others at anticipating and adjusting to 
change” (Salerno 1993, 123).

Although their actions may indirectly affect consumers’ value 
scales (by offering new goods), their time preferences (by, for 
example, improving the standard of living), and the supply of 
resources (through refined production techniques), they comprise 
the development and implementation of novel technology—recipes 
for production (Rothbard [1962, 1970] 2004, 11). To be positioned 
beyond the specialization deadlock, and thus outside the extent 
of the market, these ideas must be novel and original and thus, to 
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again refer to Bylund (2016), utilize more intensive specialization. 
But note that the “entrepreneur’s technological ability does not affect 
the specific entrepreneurial profit or loss” (Mises [1949] 1998, 288; 
emphasis added). It is not the technological production recipe that 
makes the promoter, but that the implemented ideas are novel from 
an economic perspective (they must better satisfy consumers), which 
means that the entrepreneur cannot rely on the price mechanism 
for coordination. He can only to a limited extent apply existing 
knowledge of what is economically feasible—there is only imagi-
nation and judgment to guide his uncertainty bearing.

To use Schumpeter’s (1947) well-known phrase, these entre-
preneurs cause “creative destruction” to market production by 
challenging and, where successful, undermining and undoing the 
status quo.5 From a Misesian perspective, promoters disrupt the 
existing market’s production structure by envisioning and imple-
menting novel production beyond the extent of the market, thereby 
undermining and ultimately dissolving the specialization deadlock. 
Our analysis categorizes as promoter entrepreneurship specifically 
such novelty as is not incrementally pushing the boundary of but 
defies the specialization deadlock and thus must be implemented 
in the realm of pricelessness. This type of undertaking cannot be 
accomplished, as Bylund (2016) argues, without up-front financing 
of the endeavor—the successful implementation of new production 
depends on productive completeness through coordination, compat-
ibility with the surrounding production structure, and sufficient 
use of intensive specialization to produce gains in excess of cost. In 
this sense, to borrow a phrase from Rothbard (1974, 903), “the entre-
preneur and the capitalist are one and the same”—there can be no 
promoter without a capitalist investment in novel production.

The unique role of the promoter, then, is not to perfect existing 
production, which is rather the role of nonpromoter entrepreneurs. 
Instead, promoters challenge the status quo by replacing production 
processes, stages, or tasks with novel production structures that 
are imagined more in line with the wants that consumers are 

5  Interestingly, Schumpeter (1961, 107) also noted that that “[t]he promoter may 
indeed be…the purest type of the entrepreneur genus. He is then the entrepreneur 
who confines himself most strictly to the characteristic entrepreneurial function, 
the carrying out of new combinations.”
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eager to satisfy. Specifically, promoters imagine and implement 
production processes that are more intensively specialized than is 
realizable through the price mechanism and market contracting. 
The application of the specialization deadlock here makes clear 
that this promoter role can be defined praxeologically as that which 
revolutionizes the structure of production by bringing about more 
roundabout production processes. 

As the new process implemented by the promoter is untried, its 
economic efficiency relies solely on the entrepreneur’s judgment. 
Therefore, it is likely to be quite ineffective, both technologically 
and economically speaking. As is the case with first-generation 
devices, any success is a proof of concept and reason to further 
refine the ideas and their implementation. Consequently, the first 
attempt can be largely misaligned with the imagined consumer 
wants but still profitable. The bar that the promoter needs to initially 
meet is not impeccable implementation, but better satisfaction of 
consumers than existing production. The promoter’s undertaking is 
successful if more value is facilitated through his endeavor than 
previously in the market, through either producing a better (more 
highly valued) good or reducing the cost of production (or both). 
“The only source from which an entrepreneur’s profits stem is his 
ability to anticipate better than other people the future demand of 
the consumers” (Mises [1949] 1998, 288). It does not matter if the 
production technology can still be (greatly) improved, the offering 
better positioned, or the business model tweaked. It is possible, if 
not likely, that the promoter’s novel contribution is not initially 
maximized or efficient, and thus encompasses many and poten-
tially significant “errors” (inefficiencies, both technological and 
economic) that can be corrected over time by the original promoter 
or competing entrant entrepreneurs. 

This depiction of the promoter is fully compatible with Mises’s view: 

The driving force of the market, the element tending toward unceasing 
innovation and improvement, is provided by the restlessness of the 
promoter and his eagerness to make profits as large as possible. (Mises 
[1949] 1998, 256)

The promoter is responsible for this “unceasing innovation” 
that, in Mises’s words, “[adjusts] production to the best possible 
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supplying of the consumers with the goods they are asking for 
most urgently” that “does not merely consist in determining the 
general plan for the utilization of resources” (Mises [1949] 1998, 
300; emphasis added). Rather than resource allocative, the role is 
innovative and disruptive to the structure of production. Thus, 
rather than improving the effectiveness of the economic system by 
correcting existing errors, the promoter brings about improvements 
by revolutionizing the overall structure of production and changing 
the market data for nonpromoter entrepreneurs, who to earn a 
profit must respond to this change.

It has been shown, then, that by using the specialization deadlock, 
an imaginary construction complementary to the ERE, it is not only 
possible to praxeologically offer a definition for the promoter, but 
also to distinguish this actor from nonpromoter entrepreneurs. 

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

The discussion above offers a theoretically sound definition 
of the promoter as producer of great adjustments of production 
that distinguishes promoters from nonpromoter entrepreneurs. 
Although Mises asserted that this is not possible, that the promoter 
“cannot be defined with praxeological rigor” (Mises [1949] 1998, 
256), his conclusion rests on an analysis of entrepreneurship using 
the ERE. This imaginary construction, however, is inappropriate 
for distinguishing between types of entrepreneurs, because 
it excludes all change and, consequently, does not allow for 
distinction between types (or magnitudes) of change. To alleviate 
this shortcoming, the specialization deadlock and the theory of 
how decentralized market production can(not) adopt innovative 
divisions of labor were instead applied to show that there is a real 
and theoretically determinable difference between promoters and 
nonpromoters: the former introduce novel production beyond the 
current extent of the market and thereby provide direction for the 
overall structure of production. 

What remains is to briefly address what the praxeological deter-
mination of the promoter role means in terms of the “driving force 
of the whole market system.” First, the market process following 
the promoter’s realized profits will be addressed, and then the way 
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in which Mises’s varying uses of the “driving force” come together 
in the promoter as he is here defined will be shown. 

Subsuming the Promoter

The viability of the promoter’s project is temporary. Where 
successful and earning above regular returns, it will set market 
processes in motion that undermine and eventually will dissipate 
the economic profits by attracting other entrepreneurs. These entre-
preneurs are eager to share in the profits and thus attempt similar 
production structures by emulating the promoter’s new solution. 
While emulating the promoter,6 they also make adjustments to and 
so aim to improve on the promoter’s original recipe and contri-
bution to consumer welfare by incorporating their own knowledge 
and expertise. This is partly due to not being able to fully reproduce 
the promoter’s production structure, which, because its parts are 
not subject to market exchange, could to some extent be hidden. 
Part of the reason is also that the followers may have different 
conceptions of what constitutes the actual economic value of the 
novel production and use their idiosyncratic expertise to further 
improve on the original attempt. These emulators would therefore 
need to rely on their own judgment rather than reproduce the original 
exactly. Although the promoter has provided direction and proof 
of concept, the emulators are still not acting within a fully formed 
market but must imitate the promoter’s complete project. And to 
capture the promoter’s profits, they must overtake the pioneer in 
terms of value creation and produce a better offer for customers. 

Through these followers’ investments in similar structures of 
production, they augment the impact of the promoter’s own actions 
by further shifting resources in the promoter’s indicated direction. 
As they compete for the same (types of) resources, the follower 
entrepreneurs, “eager to earn profits, appear as bidders at an 

6  The exact role of the follower entrepreneurs is beyond the scope of this paper’s 
discussion. However, it appears their actions constitute a type of arbitrage that goes 
beyond and is different from regular within-market resource allocation between 
production processes. Their actions constitute arbitrage between two alternative 
production structures rather than different production processes: the promoter’s 
newly created structure of production and the existent market. This role should be 
further analyzed in future research.
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auction, as it were, in which the owners of the factors of production 
put up for sale land, capital goods, and labor” (Mises [1949] 1998, 
332). Because of the promoter’s realized profits, the followers can 
bid higher than within-market actors for the needed resources and 
thereby bid up their market prices. They may also attempt to bid for 
the promoter’s, and each other’s, resources and thereby generate 
market prices for the novel factor specializations. As market prices 
are determined, the promoter’s “island of specialization” eventually 
disintegrates and the entrepreneurs can replace previously unique 
“internal” functions with market services (cf. Rothbard [1962, 1970] 
2004, 609–16). As a result, the extent of the market is expanded, and 
the specialization deadlock shifts outward so that the promoter’s 
original contribution is subsumed within what is now the market. 
By means of the promoter’s imagined and implemented production 
structure, and through the actions of those entrepreneurs eager to 
capture the his new profits, the market has overcome the previous 
specialization deadlock. 

As we can see, then, the promoter is the instigator of increased 
specialization intensity in the market, and thus what brings about 
ever-deeper divisions of labor through leaps forward—not incre-
mental improvements. Promoters are in this sense leaders “in the 
social division of labor by…directing the factors of production” 
(Salerno 2008, 195). They do this by establishing “islands of special-
ization” (Bylund 2016), or intensively specialized production 
structures that must be implemented beyond the extent of the 
existing market. These pioneers are thus necessary for and constitute 
the vanguard of progress in the market process, and promoters are 
therefore core to understanding the driving force of the market.

Mises on the “Driving Force”

Mises is often quoted as saying that entrepreneurship is the “driving 
force” of the market, by which he specifically meant the promoter, as 
has been shown here. Using the theoretical definition of this role as 
developed here, further support for this conclusion is found. 

Reading Human Action, however, it becomes clear that Mises uses 
that same phrase in several different ways. It is not immediately 
obvious that he was referring to one and the same driving force. 
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In light of the foregoing discussion and the definition developed 
above, his references to the “driving force” come together and thus 
Mises, rather than being inconsistent, appears to really have been 
referring to important nuances of the very same thing. 

In this section three specific uses of the “driving force” are examined 
and reinterpreted using the definition elaborated in this article.

1.  “Profit-seeking speculation is the driving force of the market 
as it is the driving force of production” (Mises [1949] 1998, 
325–26). 

Mises here notes not simply that profit seeking is the driving force 
or that speculation is, but that profit-seeking speculation is. Both profit 
seeking, in the sense of economic and not merely accounting profits, 
and speculation in the market process are virtually synonymous 
with uncertainty bearing. Thus, there is reason to believe that Mises 
may have been making a deeper point, a suspicion that is further 
augmented by the reference to production. The distinction made 
in this article between entrepreneurship within the extent of the 
market (nonpromoter) and entrepreneurship that breaks free from 
it (promoter) reveals that there is a significant difference in their 
speculative undertakings. The former speculates, as does any actor, 
about future market conditions but only attempts to respond to what 
is expected. The profit sought is that attainable through discovering 
opportunities that already exist as “errors” because the economy is not 
fully equilibrated. Nonpromoters’ role is primarily to effect allocation 
of resources toward those production processes that are expected to 
become most profitable, not to change production processes.

In contrast, the latter speculates about bringing about a new future 
by creating new production structures beyond the specialization 
deadlock and, as a result, disrupting the status quo. Profits are for 
the promoter not due to corrections or arbitrage opportunities within 
the normal progression of the market that are attainable through 
exchange, but are new profits that do not derive from, and may not 
even be related to, the status quo. In contrast, the followers of the 
promoter do not speculate about the economic feasibility of the 
undertaking in the sense that promoters do, because the promoter 
has already broken the new ground and shown that it is profitable. 

The nonpromoters’ profits should be relatively temporary, since 
competitors can rather easily acquire similar (or identical) means 
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to copy the what the profiting entrepreneur did. But for the latter, 
the promoter’s profitable undertaking is not easily, and perhaps 
not even entirely, reproducible, which suggests the original profits 
may last comparatively longer. Also, improvements to the original 
innovation can potentially extend profitability by keeping ahead 
of competitors and/or lowering production cost. It is also possible 
that follower entreprenuers can sufficiently improve on the original 
innovation to outcompete the promoter and create renewed (and 
extended) profitability.

It is possible that Mises had a similar distinction in mind and 
therefore pointed out profit’s role as driving force of the market 
through its being a driving force of production. This is indeed the 
implication of our analysis here. Although allocating resources 
between existing production processes (those that can be estab-
lished within the extent of the market and, thus, the limitations of 
the production structure) will shift relative quantities of output, 
these are adjustments of production in degree, not kind. This is 
also the case for those entrepreneurs following and attempting to 
emulate the successful promoter, although their actions adjust the 
structure of production from the status quo to the novelty created by 
the promoter. These are all different from the promoters, who break 
new ground by establishing novel production processes and, as a 
result, extend the division of labor. 

2.  “[The free enterprise system’s] driving force is the profit-motive 
the instrumentality of which forces the businessman constantly 
to provide the consumers with more, better, and cheaper 
amenities” (Mises [1949] 1998, 611)

This is similar to the quotation above but, in contrast, appears to 
downplay the distinction between promoters and nonpromoters 
somewhat and instead elevates the businessman as an important actor 
in the market process. However, this may be a contextual interpretation. 

In a market without promoters, the market is purely “driven” 
by entrepreneurs’ responses to discovered price discrepancies and 
expected changes. There is little novelty in production and the 
market lacks the means to disrupt the structure of production—it 
lacks the means to move beyond the specialization deadlock (i.e., 
the extent of the market) other than through minor, incremental 
changes. Although improvements are possible building on previous 
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incremental improvements, this is a slow and steady process unable 
to take the leaps forward provided by promoters (cf. Bylund 2015b). 
Advanced task splitting and the establishment of new processes 
that are more than a recombination of already existing tasks are 
beyond the market’s reach without promoters.

But added promoters, who are potentially always present in the 
free enterprise system, the adjustments carried out by nonpro-
moting entrepreneurs must always take into account also imagined 
disruptions by promoters. Empirically, therefore, in markets where 
there are promoters, all entrepreneurs must adjust their production 
to the imagined future market conditions that must include also 
potential disruptions by promoters. In other words, in a market 
that does not preclude promoters the task for nonpromoters will 
be much more difficult, because market data can undergo dramatic, 
promotor-caused change. It may not be sufficient to discover the 
arbitrage opportunity of a price discrepancy if that discrepancy can 
be made an irrelevant error (and thus unprofitable) by a promoter’s 
disruptive innovation. 

This suggests that in the empirical market, which is always 
subject to potential disruption, there may be less difference 
between within-market nonpromoters and those entrepreneurs 
who emulate promoters. Both would need to position themselves 
and their businesses with respect to existent “errors,” whether 
those errors exist as price discrepancies between market-priced 
actions or between market-based and promoter-innovated 
production. As the former are dissipated by the emergence of the 
latter, there may be no time-extensive simple arbitrage entrepre-
neurship in the empirical market.

Also, in this situation, where the market can potentially be 
disrupted, an entrepreneur who is not herself seeking to disrupt 
the market may still do so. Consider an entrepreneur who aims to 
adjust his production to what he imagines will be the true future 
market conditions using resources already available in the market. 
He assumes or must at least account for potential disruptions in 
his calculations. As a result, his nonincremental positioning, in 
effect an attempt to exploit an expected price discrepancy emerging 
from expected (but not yet occurred) disruption, could itself cause 
a disruption (if the expected disruption does not happen but the 
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positioning turns out profitable) to which other entrepreneurs will 
then have to adapt. 

This suggests that there may be less difference empirically 
between the actions of promoters and nonpromoters than 
the distinction determined theoretically suggests. In fact, the 
potential for disruption should increase the difficulty of “regular,” 
nonpromoter entrepreneurship, thereby potentially increasing the 
burden of uncertainty that they bear.

3.  “Profits are the driving force of the market economy” (Mises 
[1949] 1998, 805)

Similar to the second quote above, it is new economic profits that 
bring about the change in direction for the market economy. Although 
resource allocation is undertaken for profit, and changes in consumer 
preferences can shift profitability across production processes, such 
profit seeking will only redistribute productive effort. Nonpro-
moters equilibrate the production structure by earning profits from 
correction of errors, thus responding to what is. 

In contrast, promoters break new ground and attempt to create 
new profits by disrupting production of existing goods or creating 
new ones. As discussed above, those new profits created by the 
promoter then attract follower entrepreneurs who attempt to 
capture part of the profits by emulating the promoter. The island of 
specialization that is established beyond the specialization deadlock 
thereby expands to eventually become subsumed under the general 
market as entrepreneurial bidding determines market prices for the 
new factors and processes. While the promoter is the entrepreneur 
instigating the process by earning above regular profits, the follower 
entrepreneurs also earn such profits but act to undermine them by 
bidding up the prices of factors. The followers’ profits, however, 
do not constitute the driving force but are the result of successfully 
following the promoter. They are also indicative of the end of such 
profits, since the followers through their actions undermine the 
promoter’s profitability and allow for the remainder of the market to 
“catch up” with the innovation and subsume the new specialization 
intensity. The new profits are then extinguished such that there is no 
remaining economic surplus available from the original innovation. 
What remains at that point are profits available through correcting 
the errors made by entrepreneurs in the market-based production 
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processes, which should be attainable primarily through arbitrage. 
Such arbitrage profits do not, however, “drive” the market in any 
direction other than making comparatively incremental progress 
toward less costly production (i.e., with fewer/lesser errors). 

Finally, it should be noted that it is only the successful promoter that 
revolutionizes the market. A promoter’s failed undertaking does not 
cause substantial or lasting change to the market. Thus, as Mises notes, 
it is the profits earned by the promoter that, through profit-seeking 
follower entrepreneurs, take the market in that particular direction. 
Promoters suffering losses do not change the course of the market, but 
can only indicate to potential follower entrepreneurs that the route 
they chose was not, at least in the way they attempted it, feasible.

The Promoter and Austrian Entrepreneurship Theory

Finally, it behooves us to briefly comment on the nature of the 
promoter as the driving force of the market economy from the 
perspective of contemporary entrepreneurship theory. Austrian 
entrepreneurship theory has over the past decades been dominated 
by Israel Kirzner’s entrepreneurship as alertness (Kirzner 1973, 
1979, 1997). Kirzner borrows from and elaborates on Mises’s 
conception of “pure entrepreneurship” (Mises [1949] 1998, 254); his 
entrepreneur is primarily an agent responding to and discovering 
opportunities in the form of errors (inefficiencies) remaining after 
previous entrepreneurship (Kirzner 1978). This entrepreneur neither 
owns capital nor can suffer losses but is defined by alertness—the 
ability to discover opportunities for arbitrage gains. Thus, entrepre-
neurship is purely equilibrating. 

Although Kirzner’s alert entrepreneur has been subject to criticism, 
both in the past (Rothbard 1974; High 1982) and more recently 
(Foss and Klein 2010; Bylund, forthcoming), there are important 
similarities between his entrepreneur and Mises’s nonpromoter. 
For example, both are nondisruptive and responsive to change; 
they strive for improved adaptation through adjustments and real-
locations, and they deal primarily with discovering and correcting 
already existing errors (opportunities) within the market. This is 
different from the promoter’s attempted disruptions. As Salerno 
(1993, 123) notes, “For Mises, the promoter concept goes beyond 
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the category of the pure entrepreneur derived from the action 
axiom.” In contrast, “Kirzner’s analysis of the market process has 
no use for the concept of the dynamic promoter-entrepreneur who 
is perpetually forecasting and appraising the future in quest of 
anticipated profit opportunities” (Salerno 1993, 127).

The promoter’s placing of new production beyond the extent of 
the market, and thus outside of the specialization deadlock, is the 
market’s “driving force.” Entrepreneurial discovery of arbitrage 
opportunities can only bring the market closer to realizing what is 
already possible given the present structure of the economy. In other 
words, these opportunities are profitable corrections to the allocation 
of resources, a result of previous entrepreneurs’ inefficient solutions. 

In contrast, the actions of promoters should undermine the alert 
entrepreneur’s attempted equilibratory actions by actively causing 
change to the market data by disrupting production, introducing 
new goods, etc. They create, when successful, new profits through 
novel production that is impossible to undertake within the 
present market’s production structure. In this sense, it seems that 
Mises’s promoter, as compared to the “pure entrepreneur” and the 
nonpromoter, may have more in common with both Schumpeter’s 
([1911] 1934) innovator as instigator of “creative destruction” and 
Lachmann’s ([1956] 1978) reformer of the capital structure (see e.g., 
Horwitz 2019) than with Kirzner’s alert entrepreneur.
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